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Figure 1: In this example sequence, a user pulls an image from a web browser on the lower screen into the airspace between the 
two screens, and places it into a presentation on the upper screen. 

ABSTRACT 
A new class of dual-touchscreen device is beginning to emerge, 
either constructed as two screens hinged together, or as a single 
display that can fold. The interactive experience on these devices 
is simply that of two 2D touchscreens, with little to no synergy 
between the interactive areas. In this work, we consider how this 
unique, emerging form factor creates an interesting 3D niche, in 
which out-of-plane interactions on one screen can be supported 
with coordinated graphics in the other orthogonal screen. Following 
insights from an elicitation study, we focus on "pull gestures", a 
multimodal interaction combining on-screen touch input with in 
air movement. These naturally complement traditional multitouch 
gestures such as tap and pinch, and are an intriguing and useful way 
to take advantage of the unique geometry of dual-screen devices. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Smartphone screens have increased in size over the years to ac-
commodate consumer demand for high quality interactivity and 
media consumption on-the-go. To maintain "pocketability" while 
still increasing screen real estate, smartphone manufacturers are 
now releasing single-screened devices that can fold (such as the 
Samsung Flip and Fold [10, 11]) or dual-screened devices that hinge 
(such as the Microsoft Duo [9]). Simultaneously, we are also seeing 
dual-screened laptops emerging, like the ASUS Zenbook [49]. These 
example devices are shown in Figure 2. 

Across all of these device categories, the interactive experience is 
simply that of two conventional touchscreens (i.e., 2D fnger input). 
We believe this is a missed opportunity, and that this unique and 
emerging device form factor creates an opportunity for interesting 
interactions in the 3D niche between the two screens (Figure 1), 
which can work synergetically with conventional touch gestures 
such as tap and pinch. Moreover, the unique orthogonality of the 
two screens means that out-of-plane interactions on one screen can 
be naturally supported with coordinated graphics on the other. 

Through an elicitation study, we identifed a new multimodal 
interaction that takes advantage of the unique geometry of these 
angled, dual-screen devices. We call this gesture a "pull", and it is a 
straightforward way to couple a conventional tap or pinch gesture 
with an out-of-plane manipulation, either discrete or continuous. 
For example, a user could eject a USB drive by pulling it from the 
screen’s surface, rather than long-pressing to access a menu. A drop 
down menu could be tapped as usual to open it, or pulled from 
the screen in order to open it on the orthogonal screen, afording 
users greater fexibility in layout. In both cases, the orthogonal 
screen is perfectly-placed to provide in-situ, coordinated visual 
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Figure 2: Top row, research prototypes: A) Codex [15], B) FoldMe [20], C) Foldable3D [5], and D) PaperFold [12]. Bottom row, 
commercial products: E) Microsoft Duo [9], F) Samsung Z Flip [10], G) Samsung Z Fold [11], and H) ASUS Zenbook [49]. 

feedback, facilitating user manipulation. We note the latter is what 
diferentiates our work from previous above-single-screen (e.g., 
Air+Touch [7], Marquardt et al. [27]) and multi-device interactions 
(and thus multi-screen, but without coordinated visual feedback on 
orthogonal screen axes; e.g., Pick-and-Drop [37], Lyons et al. [25]). 

The contributions of this paper are multifold. First and foremost, 
this work presents a small but novel interaction technique, building 
on ideas in prior work and extending them into a new multi-screen 
device context. Our proposed "pull" gestures were inspired and 
motivated by a 13 participant elicitation study, where this manip-
ulation was the highest-rated new interaction modality. Then, to 
demonstrate that such sensing is feasible in reality, we created a 
proof-of-concept implementation, which forms an additional con-
tribution. Finally, to help illustrate how pull gestures might work, 
we used our proof-of-concept platform to build working demos of 
ten interactions across three use categories. 

2 RELATED WORK 
In the HCI literature, Codex [16] was an early example of a dual-
screen tablet computer that consisted of two hinged screens. Later 
Systems such as FoldMe [22], Foldable3D [6], and PaperFold [13] ex-
plored use cases of diferent folding confgurations of multi-screen 
hinged devices. Flecto [21] even provides a framework and tools to 
prototype graphical user interfaces on such fexible/hinged screen 
devices. However, none of these papers considered input incorporat-
ing above-screen interactions, or how diferent screen orientations 
could support in-air manipulations with coordinated graphics. Fig-
ure 2, top row, shows some of these research devices. More recently, 
dual-screen devices have started to launch as consumer products. 
We now have smartphones that can fold, but with both halves main-
taining their touchscreen capabilities, such as the Samsung Galaxy 
Z Flip and Z Fold series [11,12]. Microsoft released the Surface Duo 
[10], which is more akin to a small tablet when unfolded. Dual-
screen laptops are also being released, such as the ASUS Zenbook 
[49], with the lower half of the device shared between a touchscreen 
and physical keyboard. In all cases, the regions created by any folds 

or hinges simply act as smaller conventional touchscreens. The 
bottom row of Figure 2 provides reference images for the above 
commercial devices. 

A second and signifcant body of work exists for multi-computer 
(and thus multi-screen) interactions [4, 6, 8, 25, 31, 35, 37, 38], as well 
as multi-monitor (but not touchscreen) setups [18, 24, 26, 28]. Also, 
work such as TouchCuts/TouchZoom [46] has looked at superior 
integration of the multimodal inputs (distributed across orthogonal 
surfaces) available on touchscreen laptops (e.g., trackpad, keyboard, 
touchscreen). A review of this literature is beyond the scope of this 
paper. Instead we focus on the two most highly-related areas of prior 
work: 1) systems exploring or implementing in-air interactions 
above displays, and 2) systems combining in-air interactions with 
touchscreen inputs. 

2.1 In-Air Interactions Above Displays 
The idea of utilizing the space around devices has been well explored 
in literature, motivated by the small screen real estate that many 
smartphones and touchscreen devices have. Hinckley et al. [16] and 
DeepFishEye [36] both focus on interactions happening right above 
the screen, using capacitance and fsheye cameras respectively. 
These near-surface interactions are useful for awareness, but are 
not meant to disambiguate between many diferent hand gestures. 
Another application specifc to in-air gesturing above displays is 
creating in-air typing interfaces for mobile devices [32, 33, 39, 47]. 

On the other side of the spectrum, large interactive surfaces such 
as tabletops can also be augmented with in-air gestures [2, 14], as 
it is often difcult to be able to traverse large surface areas with tra-
ditional 2D gestures. TouchLight [42] creates its own touchscreen 
surface and integrates depth cameras to allow gesture-based interac-
tion with the device. There are also many systems that incorporate 
more general in-air gestures above displays. For example, Hinck-
ley et al. [17] devised a prototype that augmented a touchscreen 
with IR proximity range sensing, side touch sensitivity and an ac-
celerometer, to be able to capture more natural gestures above and 
around the device. Similarly, PalmSpace [22] and HoverFlow [21] 
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Figure 3: Three diferent participants interacting with the paper prototype used in our elicitation study. 

performed coarse hand gesture / depth estimation around the de-
vice, while Finger in Air [23] and Wang et al. [41] focus on tracking 
fngers and fnger gestures above the device. Finally, MagiTact [19] 
also performed around device (and above display) interactions, but 
rather than using a vision system, it uses a magnetometer sensor. 

2.2 In-Air + Touchscreen Interactions 
Only a handful of systems have explored the combination of touch-
screen input and in-air user manipulation. Notable among these 
is Air + Touch [7], which uses in-air motion paths (before, during, 
and after touches) to add modal functionality to otherwise generic 
touchscreen inputs. The intriguing Digital Vibrons [40] project, 
extending ideas in Pick-and-Drop [37], allowed users to "pick up" 
digital content from a touchscreen using a pinching gesture and 
deposit the fle into real-world physical containers for storage and 
later retrieval. The opposite workfow is explored in Slurp [50] and 
Slurp Revisited [45], where users can hold a physical eyedropper 
that "slurps" content from physical objects or digital screens and 
can "inject" them back out onto a screen or other interface (smart 
home device, AR glasses, etc.). This work proposes a similar concept 
as a pull gesture, but relies instead on a physical device rather than 
a free-hand gesture. 

Finally, and perhaps most related to our work is Continuous 
Interaction Space [27], where the focus is on the continuity of the 
diferent interaction modalities, often integrating them into one 
motion or simultaneously processing state information from both 
screen and in-air inputs. Of note, two "lifting" interactions from 
the screen surface are described, conceptually similar to our pull 
gestures. A commonality of these projects is the use of a single 
screen (a tabletop SmartBoard in the case of [27]), precluding the 
ability to consider how an out-of-plane second display could serve 
not only as an alternate interaction end point, but also naturally 
and usefully provide coordinated graphics to aid in above-screen 
manipulation, the focus of this work. 

3 EXPLORATORY STUDY 
As noted in Related Work, there have been many previous investi-
gations into single-screen devices employing both on- and above-
screen interactions. However, there has been limited exploration 
of dual-screen single devices, especially those mimicking recently 
released mobile devices (i.e., prior work has generally focused on 
larger fxed setups). To explore this emerging design space and 
understand how users might utilize such devices with this form 
factor, we ran an elicitation study (inspired by [44]). This method 

excels at idea generation, and the resulting curated designs can 
exceed the quality of expert output [30]. 

3.1 Procedure 
For our elicitation study, we constructed an acrylic prototype of 
a dual-screen device. We used a laptop-like arrangement of the 
screens (as opposed to book-like), mirroring the commercial exam-
ples in Figure 2. We also chose a screen size between the Microsoft 
Duo [9] and ASUS Zenbook [49]. This was introduced to partici-
pants as a "futuristic" computer that could interpret any input the 
user could imagine. To facilitate the discussion, participants were 
given a series of example digital tasks, delivered verbally, and sim-
ulated using graphics on post-it notes. This setup was purposely 
unconstrained and low-fdelity in hopes of reducing design bias 
[29, 44] and encourage personalization [34] and speculative design. 

We recruited 13 participants (7 female, mean age 21, all un-
dergraduate or graduate students from our institution) for the 30 
minute study. All participants owned and regularly used touch-
screen smartphones, but none had a multi-screen or folding touch-
screen device. The study was conducted at a normal desk with the 
dual-screen, paper prototype computer placed in front of them, 
simulating a working environment. Before starting any tasks, par-
ticipants were encouraged to think outside the box and ignore any 
technological restrictions they may think exist. 

We chose fve interactions representative of everyday digital 
tasks, and these tasks were ones that all smartphone/laptop users 
would be familiar with (and not have to learn). More specifcally, 
these were: 1) moving icons between two screens, 2) zooming into 
an image, 3) ejecting a USB drive, 4) changing font size in a docu-
ment, and fnally, 5) previewing the contents of a folder. For each 
task, participants were asked to think of as many ways to complete 
the task as they could, speaking aloud and demonstrating actions 
physically (Figure 3), until they felt satisfed with their ideation. The 
facilitator did not comment on the designs, other than reminders to 
think aloud and think outside the box. After each task, participants 
were read back a list of ideas they generated, and were asked to 
rank them in terms of preference. 

3.2 Results 
Our 13 participants generated 22 unique interactions, which we 
named and categorized into four broad categories organized along 
two design axes (Figure 4). The frst axis was whether one or two 
screens were utilized in the interaction, and the second axis was 
whether the participants’ interaction remained on the screen, or 
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involved input that lifted from the screen (i.e., above-screen in-
teraction). We used a stacked bar chart in Figure 5 to illustrate 
the frequency a gesture was elicited, along with color coding for 
participant preference ranking. 

As expected, all 13 participants enumerated interactions that 
were equivalent to conventional touchscreen gestures, including 
taps, double taps, and pinches (black-on-white axis labels in Figure 
5). However, 12 of our 13 participants demonstrated interactions 
that utilized the space above a screen or moved between two screens, 
which would require in-air hand tracking. Three of our participants 

enumerated other modes of interaction, such as shaking the com-
puter (two participants) or voice input (one participant), but these 
were surprisingly uncommon, with users preferring to employ their 
hands for manipulation (even if in new ways). Gesture agreement 
[43] for move icons, image zoom, USB eject, font size, and preview 
folder tasks was 28.6%, 19.6%, 22.9%, 17.8%, and 13.9%, respectively. 

3.3 Pull Gestures with Coordinated Graphics 
Of the interactions generated by our participants, one gesture stood 
out as both common and novel —- a selection action followed by 
a withdraw of the hand from one screen into the volume between 

Figure 4: A gesture taxonomy created using post hoc categorization of participant data. The top row contains on-screen 
interactions, while the bottom row contains of-screen interactions. On the other axis, the left column contains interactions 
using just one screen, while the right column contains two-screen interactions. 

Figure 5: A chart of all gestures presented during the elicitation study. The Y axis is the number of participants who thought of 
the gesture, and the X axis is labels. The color stacks represent participants’ ranking preference, as seen in the legend. 
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the two screens (i.e., normal to the touch surface). Indeed, this 
input modality was the highest rated non-conventional interaction 
(green labels in Figure 5) elicited by our participants overall. In other 
words, if we set aside conventional touch interactions (Figure 5) — 
taps, long presses, swipes, drags, pinches, etc. — pull interactions 
ranked frst in three out of fve of our example scenarios. 

In almost all cases, participants initiated interactions with a 
pinch- or grasp-like action to select one or more onscreen elements 
(which acted as a clutch). One participant used a single-fnger-
lassoing action as the selection mechanism. Twelve of our partici-
pants used the term "pull" to describe their interaction idea –– a 
name we adopt. To terminate the interaction, participants explained 
they would release the pinch or grasp to drop, throw, place or lock 
an element or value. In seven cases, participants explained that 
supporting graphics would appear either in the air (i.e., hologra-
phy, via an AR headset) or on the other screen to facilitate the 
action. Participants 8 and 11 noted this would counteract the "loss" 
of graphical feedback on the initiating screen and help bridge the 
interactive experience across the two screens. As in-air rendering is 
not currently practical, we chose to focus on coordinated graphics 
rendered on the orthogonal screen. 

4 PROOF-OF-CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION 
To help convey the feasibility of our idea and illustrate potential use 
cases, we constructed a proof-of-concept, dual-screen device. While 
our apparatus is new, it is also built using of-the-shelf hardware 
and software components. For this reason, we do not claim it as a 
central contribution, nor do we evaluate its performance. Instead, 
we used our platform as a vehicle for exploration and illustration. 
It also demonstrates that such tracking is imminently possible with 
today’s technology. To encourage replication and exploration by 
researchers and practitioners, we have open sourced our software 
and hardware at http://github.com/FIGLAB/pullgestures. 

4.1 Hardware 
To simulate the form factor of a dual-touchscreen device, we placed 
two 10.1" LCD touchscreens (1024x600, projected capacitive) into 
a laser cut acrylic frame (Figure 6, left). Mirroring both the com-
mercial examples in Figure 2 and our "paper" prototype used in the 
elicitation study, we used a laptop-like arrangement of the screens. 
Our functional prototype features two fsheye cameras [1], one 

placed where a typical video conferencing camera would be lo-
cated, and another centered just above the lower screen / keyboard 
(Figure 6A). As can be seen in the example images in Figure 6 (B & 
C), this allows the hands to be digitized anywhere in the interactive 
niche (please also see Video Figure). The displays are driven over 
HDMI, while the touchscreen and cameras operate over USB, which 
all connect to an Intel Core i7-10750H laptop running Windows 
10. Obviously in a commercial implementation, these components 
would all be tightly integrated. We also note that very compact, 
ultra-wide-angle cameras are becoming more prevalent, and recent 
smartphone and tablet models by Samsung, Apple, Xiaomi and 
others have feld of views of 120° or greater [48]. 

4.2 Hand Tracking 
We track hand input in two distinct ways. First, we monitor for 
touches on either of the two capacitive touchscreens. For in-air hand 
tracking, we unwarp both fsheye cameras views and pass these 
frames to MediaPipe’s BlazePose hand pose model [3]. Internally, 
the model selects the single best hand to report (generally the hand 
that is least occluded and most frontal) to produce the most reliable 
hand tracking output. Regressions are used to map Blazepose’s 3D 
positions for 20 hand keypoints from camera space to screen space. 

The above process runs at 30 FPS (i.e., camera frame rate) on our 
laptop. BlazePoze is also capable of running in realtime on smart-
phones, but continuous background operation would be power 
prohibitive on today’s mobile devices, although we expect that to 
change with new generations of smartphones with more advanced 
machine learning hardware acceleration. Moreover, basic heuris-
tics (tracking hands in-air only after a touch event, activating only 
when the proximity sensor is triggered) could eliminate the need 
to run continuously in the background. Finally, we also note that 
we do not currently fuse the touch and in-air data, and instead 
applications subscribe to whichever data feed they need to enable 
their particular interaction. However, in future work, the data could 
be combined in a multi-modal machine learning model that would 
likely ofer superior hand tracking performance by leveraging the 
high-quality spatial ground truth provided by the touchscreens. 

4.3 Front-End Software 
We chose to develop our proof-of-concept demo applications in 
Unity. This allowed us to quickly prototype a variety of interactions 

Figure 6: A) photo of our prototype device, with cameras indicated by arrows. B/C) frames of the unwarped video showing a 
user’s hand and labeled key points, from top and bottom cameras respectively. D) our 3D hand model in Unity. 
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Figure 7: Five example use cases: the top row is before the interaction, and the bottom row is the after results. The examples 
depicted are: A) opening the start menu, B) previewing the contents of a folder, C) opening an application widget, D) ejecting a 
USB, and E) rearranging icons on a desktop. 

in a unifed 3D "desktop" scene. Two orthographic cameras view 
the scene, which capture each screen’s content (Figure 6). Our real-
time 3D hand pose is also embedded into this scene in order to 
trigger and interact with objects (e.g., collision physics), though it 
is invisible except when debugging (as is the case, for illustration, 
in Figure 6). Efects such as shadows (a la Interactive Shadows 
[13]) and animated easing are trivial in Unity, and we employ these 
efects in our demo examples, described next. 

4.4 Example Pull Interactions 
To illustrate the potential utility and feasibility of pull gestures on 
dual-screen devices, we built ten exemplary interactions on top of 
our proof-of-concept implementation. In all cases, the orthogonal 
screen is used for supporting coordinated graphics. We succinctly 
describe these demo applications below, but recommend that read-
ers consult our Video Figure as a superior way to understand the 
inherently sequential and highly visual nature of our example in-
teractions. 

Our example interactions include a toolbar, which can be opened 
as usual by "tapping" on it, or alternatively, with a pinch and pull on 
the toolbar to drag open a drawer on the opposite screen (Figure 7, 
A). In a similar manner, a user can pull on a fle or folder to preview 
the contents (Figure 7, B); releasing the pull causes the preview to 
snap shut. Users can pull on application icons, such as a calendar, to 
peek inside (Figure 7, C) without having to open the full application 
(similar to Mac OS X’s "Quick Look" function, which is generally 
triggered from the keyboard). 

It would also be convenient for users to "pluck" content from 
one document and drop it into another, such as an image from a 
webpage into a presentation (Figure 1). Similarly, users could pull 
selected content from a screen and copy it to one of several custom 
clipboards (Figure 8, A), or pick up icons and place them anywhere 

on either desktop (Figure 7, E), rather than having to drag across 
the touchscreen boundary. We also envision users able to swiftly 
eject e.g., external drives by pulling the icon from the screen until 
it crosses an ejection confrmation threshold (Figure 7, D). 

All of the above examples utilize modal options and destination 
targets. However, the unconstrained nature of the 3D volume is 
also well-suited for the manipulation of continuous values. For 
example, a user could pull on selected text to adjust the font size. 
After passing a confrmatory threshold, a slider manipulates the 
font size (Figure 9, bottom). Similarly, pulling on setting icons can 
allow for continuous adjustment of screen brightness and speaker 
volume (Figure 9, top). In an HSB color picker widget, the user can 
manipulate hue (x-axis), saturation (y-axis) and brightness (z-axis) 
using the 3D volume (Figure 8, B). 

5 LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK 
Many of the limitations of our system stem from design choices 
rather than inherent problems. For example, our proof-of-concept 
software pipeline can only track one hand at a time and is thus 
not capable of multi-hand input. However, it would be interesting 
to consider how pull gestures could be extended to multi-hand, as 
well as existing and successful multi-touch gestures. Our focus on 
pull gestures was initiated by our elicitation study, but there are 
many other potential multi-plane, mid-air, dual-screen interactions 
that could be explored in future work. 

When designing our hardware, our goal was to create a prototype 
that resembled a real world product. Readily available hand track-
ing cameras (e.g., Leap Motion, Microsoft Kinect, Intel RealSense) 
were too large to be elegantly incorporated, and so we used monoc-
ular fsheye RGB cameras instead. Although small, these cameras 
do not innately provide distance or depth, and so we estimate z-
distance using the relative distance between hand keypoints. This is 
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Figure 8: Two more example use cases: A) copying 
an image snippet to a clipboard, and B) picking a 
value from the HSB color space. 

Figure 9: The fnal two example use cases, depicted in the sequences 
that they are performed. Top row: adjusting brightness by frst pulling 
the icon past a confrmation threshold. Bottom row: adjusting font 
size by similarly pulling the text past a confrmation threshold. 

inherently less accurate than true depth sensing. Fortunately, very 
small depth cameras do exist, such as the TrueDepth sensor found 
in recent Apple iPhones. We also note that our RGB cameras are 
subject to tracking issues from poor (or no) illumination, and in gen-
eral, visual approaches to hand tracking can sufer from occlusion 
(including self-occlusion from the hand itself). These issues could 
be mitigated with infrared illumination and the inclusion of more 
cameras to capture diferent viewpoints of the hands. Nonetheless, 
the accuracy of our prototype was sufcient for us to enable pull 
gestures across diferent use scenarios. 

Another signifcant drawback of our approach is increased power 
consumption from tracking hands in-the-air using cameras and 
deep learning. Power is, of course, at a premium on mobile devices, 
and so further optimization would be needed to make this approach 
viable on mobile devices. Fortunately, mobile device chipsets con-
tinue to make impressive computational and efciency advances, 
and fagship devices now often include hardware-accelerated deep 
learning capabilities. Indeed, our 3D hand pose model, BlazePose, 
can run at camera framerate on modern smartphones. To limit 
power consumption, we envision the pull-gesture-tracking process 
only starting following touch screen input (e.g., a selection pinch), 
or periodically checking for a hovering hand (perhaps using the 
highly efcient proximity sensor), activating at full frame rate only 
when it might be needed. 

Finally, in this work, we considered a laptop-like arrangement 
of the two screens, though we note that some dual-screen mo-
bile devices can also be oriented like a book, with the fold running 
vertically. Of course, most of our interactions are immediately appli-
cable in the latter form as well. Nonetheless, as we did not explicitly 
explore this arrangement in our elicitation study or example appli-
cations, we believe there may be new and interesting interactions 
not yet identifed. 

6 CONCLUSION 
In exploring natural interactions desirable for dual-screen devices, 
our elicitation study led us to the idea of a "pull" gesture, where the 
second, orthogonal screen supports the interaction dimension by 
providing useful graphical feedback. This afords devices greater 
fexibility in manipulation and layout, and utilizes the two screens in 
conjunction with each other rather than as two separate interactive 
experiences. We created a proof-of-concept device by integrating 
two fsheye RGB cameras into a computer-like prototype that uti-
lized two touchscreen displays. We also created a suite of example 
interactions built around everyday computing tasks to demonstrate 
the potential utility of pull gestures. We believe this simple idea 
complements traditional multitouch gestures such as tap and pinch, 
and is an intriguing and useful way to take advantage of the unique 
geometry of recently released dual-screen mobile devices. 
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